sTech

We are Software Development Company acting within UNIQA International as the regional
software services company. As leading insurance company in Austria and one of the largest
insurance groups in Central and Eastern Europe, UNIQA is operating in 19 European countries
providing safety in a changing world.
Achievements of IT department in Serbia were recognized by group headquarters and sTech is
formed to provide software development services and to offer complete IT solutions to the
UNIQA Companies in the region, as well as, on the group level.
We are giving you opportunity to be part of our continuous success, joining us on a position

Junior Software Test Engineer
What You Will Be Doing?
You will participate in translating requirements, use cases and business rules into test cases,
perform testing based on pre-written test cases and maintain and update test cases and test
environment through life cycle. Additional part of your job is to submit comprehensive
defects using our bug tracking system, with complete information - such that developers can
understand the bug, get an idea of its severity, and reproduce it if necessary. Then you will
track problems/bugs and fixes and report results of testing using predefined forms.

What You Need for this Position?
You need to be final year student or recently graduated in Information technology related
studies and to have basic knowledge of MS SQL Server, Visual Studio, C #, ASP.NET, Internet
technologies, and of software development process. You must be also fluent in English. You
will be successful in this role if you are open-minded, innovative, analytical and solution
oriented person.

What's In It for You?
Our company is very supportive place for people who are at the beginning of their careers. In
interaction with experienced mentors and challenging tasks you can professionally improve fast.
This position gives you an opportunity to master software test knowledge and skills and to
become strong professional in this field. You will interact with technical and non-technical
people so you can also master your interpersonal skills and get broad understanding of our
business processes.
of leading insurance groups in
If you want to give your career a new shape within one
Europe, we are looking forward to receive your application.
ss jobs@sTech.rs (Subject:
Applications should be submitted to the e-mail addre
Junior Software Test Engineer).
Closing date: 01.10.2014.
We thank to all candidates for their interest, however only

short-listed applicants will be contacted.

